When you add our new multi-million dollar Convention Center to the pleasant people, fantastic festivals, and cutting edge cuisine and music of Lafayette, La., you'll discover an unbeatable recipe for your next convention, meeting, or trade show.

- 37,000 square feet of exhibition area
- 20,000 square feet of meeting and banquet facilities
  - 5,000 square foot mall area
  - lobby and reception areas

You'll also love the difference Lafayette can make for your next event. We're easy to get to: regional visitors will appreciate our central location, with easy access at the intersection of two major interstate highways (I-49 and I-10). The city boasts nearly 4,500 hotel rooms within minutes of the Convention Center, and the nearby Lafayette Regional Airport offers easy connections to major airline hubs. Call us today at 337.265.2100 to find out how we can make your next event a success.
Located adjacent to the Cajundome in Lafayette, LA, our Convention Center boasts versatile meeting spaces to suit any event's specifications. The exhibit hall features 35-foot ceilings—ideal for large displays and special rigging—without creating an overwhelming space, and the main hall floor contains built-in grids for electrical applications.

Combine this with the experienced staff, a superior sound and lighting system, our private wireless telecommunications and fiber optic network, and you'll find we have what it takes to ensure your event's success.

Festivals, fresh cuisine provided by Artisan Creative Catering (our on-site catering company), fantastic Cajun and zydeco music, and a French cultural heritage nearly three centuries old have made Lafayette a tourist destination for all the right reasons. Lush tropical gardens and dark mysterious swamps: you'll find it all here in Lafayette.